Press Release
Baumer hhs establishes subsidiary in Spain
Krefeld, 17 February 2016 – With effect from 1 March 2016, Baumer hhs will be establishing a new
subsidiary in Spain. Baumer hhs Sistemas de Aplicación de Adhesivos, S.L.U. will be based in
Constanti, near Tarragona. The new company's General Manager will be Vicent Martinez Gil, who will
at the same time continue to support Baumer hhs customers in the Levante in his capacity as
Regional Sales Manager. Urbano Alvarez Touzon will remain the Regional Sales Manager responsible
for Western Spain and Portugal. Under the management of sales and application specialists Vicent
Martinez and Urbano Alvarez, Baumer hhs has already been providing its customers on the Iberian
Peninsula with direct support on the topics of gluing, quality assurance and camera verification
systems since October 2014.

"Users have great confidence in Baumer hhs products and our team, especially including customers on the
Portuguese and Spanish markets. That's why we decided to take the next step by setting up a subsidiary in
Constanti. It's intended to be a clear sign that we're improving our customer proximity in Portugal and Spain
even further," says Detlef Engling, Managing Director of Baumer hhs GmbH, based in Krefeld/Germany,
commenting on the new subsidiary of the internationally operating manufacturer of industrial gluing systems
and sensor- and/or camera-based quality assurance systems.

So, customers on the Iberian Peninsula will now have a direct point of contact in Spain, where they can
place orders for systems and spare parts by e-mail at sales.es@baumerhhs.com, by telephone on
+34 977 524586, by fax on +34 977 524688, or by post at Baumer hhs Sistemas de Aplicación de
o

Adhesivos, S.L.U., Avda. Europa, Isla 17, Parcela 2, Nave N 5, Pol. Ind. Constanti, 43120 Constanti
(Tarragona).
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Baumer hhs GmbH
Baumer hhs GmbH, Krefeld/Germany, is a leading, internationally operating manufacturer of industrial gluing systems, as well as
sensor- and/or camera-based quality assurance systems. Baumer hhs offers its customers a carefully coordinated portfolio of solutions
for a host of different demands on cold-glue and hot-melt application in automated production environments, including application
heads, pumps, pressure vessels, control and monitoring systems. The portfolio is rounded off by a comprehensive range of services,
from consulting and the testing of innovative applications at the hhs solution center in Krefeld, all the way to every form of after-sales
service.
Applications for Baumer hhs solutions include the production of packaging and envelopes, printing and print finishing, the wood industry
and special-purpose machines.
For more information on the Baumer hhs company, its products and its services, go to: www.baumerhhs.com.

Office Spain

Team Spain from left: Urbano Álvarez, Laura Basañez, Vicent Martínez, José Miguel Pérez
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